
 

 

 
CALIFORNIA WATCH                       APRIL 18, 2016 
 
California Healthline: More Customers Dumped from Covered California without Notice 
The two women are among about 1,900 across the state who were automatically transferred from the 
exchange to Medi-Cal since October, even though they were supposed to have the option to stay 
with Covered California. The snafu was triggered by a recent policy change in Medi-Cal eligibility. 
…Covered California acknowledged the problem, casting part of the blame on its computer system. 
(Bazar, 4/18) 

KPCC: Covered California Acts to Ensure Everyone Gets a Primary Care Doctor  
In an attempt to improve patients' decision-making, Covered California is now requiring all types of health 
plans to assign a primary care doctor to their members. The policy shift is in the agency's new contract 
with insurers, approved by the Covered California board last week. It will affect preferred provider network 
plans - PPOs - in particular. A consumer favorite, PPO plans allow members to go to any doctor – 
specialist or otherwise – without a referral from a primary care physician. (O'Neill, 4/15) 

Modern Healthcare: Xerox Pays $123 Million Settlement to Part Ways with California 
The state of California and Xerox Corp. have reached a $123 million settlement to end their contract to 
replace the state's Medicaid claims processing system. The California Department of Health Care 
Services will walk away from the nearly decade-long effort and start over with a new approach. (Conn, 
4/15) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

PBS NewsHour: As Opioid Epidemic Worsens, Rethinking How Doctors are Taught to 
Treat Pain  
Pain is the most common reason that people go to the doctor. Yet physicians and medical students have 
limited training in pain management and prescribing opioids. As the nation suffers from an opioid 
epidemic, people within the medical field are reexamining what doctors are taught about pain. NewsHour 
Weekend's Christopher Booker reports. (4/17) 

Los Angeles Times: Deaths from Powerful Opiate Fentanyl Rise in Los Angeles County  
There are signs that deaths connected to fentanyl, a powerful painkiller tied to a string of fatal overdoses 
in Northern California, are on the rise in the Los Angeles area, law enforcement and health officials said 
this week. The drug, an opiate used on patients after surgery that’s up to 100 times stronger than 
morphine, is appearing now more than ever in overdoses in California as a prescription drug abuse 
epidemic evolves nationwide. (Serna, 4/16) 

WOMEN’S HEALTH 

The Associated Press: As Clinic Access Tightens, Group Touts Pregnancy-Ending Drug  
The tightening of restrictions on abortion clinics in many states has emboldened some abortion rights 
advocates to launch an outreach effort, reminding women they have relatively safe and effective means 
of ending a pregnancy on their own through use of a miscarriage-inducing drug. Anti-abortion groups are 
wary of the phenomenon, disavowing any drive to prosecute women who self-abort but favoring 
crackdowns on illegal distribution of the drug. Even in the abortion rights community, the outreach effort 
has raised some concerns. (Crary, 4/15) 
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MARKETPLACE 

The Washington Post: Long-Term Survival Rates Double for Melanoma Patients Getting 
Immunotherapy  
More than a third of advanced-melanoma patients who received one of the new immunotherapy drugs in 
an early trial were alive five years after starting treatment -- double the survival rate typical of the disease, 
according to a new study. The data, released Sunday at a cancer conference, showed that 34 percent of 
patients with metastatic melanoma who received Opdivo, an immunotherapy drug also known as 
nivolumab, have survived. The five-year survival rate for patients with advanced melanoma who got other 
treatments was 16.6 percent between 2005 and 2011, according to the National Cancer Institute. ... 
Doctors used (a similar) immunotherapy drug Keytruda, along with radiation, to treat former president 
Jimmy Carter. (McGinley, 4/17) 

The Associated Press: Medical Pot Activists Fear Epilepsy Drug Could Undercut Them  
An experimental epilepsy drug made from cannabis plants grown in England is complicating the medical 
marijuana debate in hospitals and statehouses. Epidiolex is a nearly pure extract of cannabidiol, or CBD, 
with little of the tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC, that gets traditional pot users high. CBD products are the 
current rage in medicinal pot products, and activists fear that if the maker of Epidiolex manages to get 
FDA approval it could undercut the political momentum of the medical marijuana movement. (Carr Smyth, 
4/17) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS  

The Huffington Post: This One Line Sums Up the Big Clinton-Sanders Policy Argument  
If you want to know why so many liberal policy wonks are exasperated with Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) — 
and why so many Sanders supporters are exasperated with liberal policy wonks — you’ll find the answer 
in an unexciting but revealing statement Hillary Clinton made during Thursday night’s debate in Brooklyn. 
The subject was a familiar one: health care. (Jonathan Cohn, 4/17) 

Stat: Children’s Cancer Research is Often Ignored. Make it a ‘Moonshot’ Priority  
Cancer is the leading disease-related cause of death in children in the United States. Yet pediatric cancer 
is often left behind when it comes to funding research and developing new drugs. Not only does this give 
short shrift to children with cancer, but it also threatens to rob us of advances that could benefit cancer 
patients of all ages. That’s what I and fellow members of the Coalition for Pediatric Medical Research told 
the staff of Vice President Joe Biden, who is leading the cancer “moonshot.” We recently met in Biden’s 
Washington office to make the case that childhood cancer must be represented as the government 
considers ways to propel cancer research. (David A. Williams, 4/14) 
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California Healthline: Gonorrhea Rate Has Shot Up in California 
Rates of gonorrhea, a sexually transmitted disease, are rising sharply in California, especially among gay 
and bisexual men, according to new state health data. The gonorrhea rate among California men aged 15 
to 44 shot up 54 percent between 2011 and 2014, according to recently released data from the California 
Department of Public Health. Among women in the same age group, it rose 35%. (Feder Ostrov, 4/19) 

Los Angeles Times: Doctors' Message to Asian Americans: Watch Out for Diabetes Even 
if You're Young and Thin  
The Silicon Valley techies visiting his office were typically slender Asian Americans in their 30s who 
worked out regularly and ate healthy meals. But, as Sinha repeatedly found, they either already had or 
were about to get diabetes. What Sinha noticed a decade ago is now supported by a growing body of 
scientific research: Asians, in part for genetic reasons, are disproportionately likely to develop diabetes. 
They get the disease at younger ages and lower weights than others, experts say. (Karlamangla, 4/19) 

California Health Report: Feds Give Public Hospitals Financial Incentives to Care for the 
Uninsured 
To support public hospitals in providing the preventive care that can slow revolving emergency room 
doors, the California Department of Health Care Services has received federal approval for the Medi-Cal 
Global Payment Program, a first-in-the-nation program giving California’s public health care systems 
financial incentives to fund primary and preventive care to the uninsured. Services that traditionally got 
little or no reimbursement, like nutritional counseling and group visits for educating people about chronic 
conditions, can now be covered in this new program. Other services include telemedicine and telephone 
and e-mail consultations between doctors and patients. (Graebner, 4/18) 

CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

The Hill: GOP Group Promises ObamaCare Replacement Plan — Soon  
A group of senior House Republicans is promising to deliver proof that the party is making headway in its 
six-year struggle to replace ObamaCare. "Give us a little time, another month or so," House Energy and 
Commerce Committee Chairman Fred Upton (R-Mich.) told reporters this week. "I think we’ll be pretty 
close to a Republican alternative." Upton is one member of a four-person task force that is supposed to 
come up with a replacement plan for the healthcare law, at the behest of Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.). 
For now, the group is still in "listening mode," Upton said. When asked who they are listening to, Upton 
said: "You name it – the world." (Ferris, 4/18) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

The Associated Press: Study Backs Pancreas Cell Transplants for Severe Diabetes  
Transplants of insulin-producing pancreas cells are a long hoped-for treatment for diabetes — and a new 
study shows they can protect the most seriously ill patients from a life-threatening complication of the 
disease, an important step toward U.S. approval. These transplants are used in some countries but in the 
U.S. they're available only through research studies. Armed with Monday's findings, researchers hope to 
license them for use in a small number of people with Type 1 diabetes who are most at risk for drops in 
blood sugar so severe they can lead to seizures, even death. (4/19) 
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STAT: White House Signals Big Increase in Funding Request for Zika Vaccine  
The Obama administration has significantly increased its request for emergency funding to develop a 
vaccine for the Zika virus, STAT has learned. In an updated request sent to Capitol Hill Monday and 
provided to STAT by a congressional aide, the administration increases the amount of research funding, 
including vaccine research, for the National Institutes of Health from $130 million to $277 million. That 
money will help NIH prepare for Phase II trials for vaccines in the next fiscal year, according to the aide. 
(Scott, 4/18) 

The Associated Press: Appeals Court Upholds $1B NFL Concussion Settlement  
In a statement, an NFL spokesman called the appeals court decisions “a significant step in implementing 
the clubs’ commitment to provide compensation to retired players who are experiencing cognitive or 
neurological issues.” The settlement would cover more than 20,000 NFL retirees for the next 65 years. 
The league estimates that 6,000 former players, or nearly three in 10, could develop Alzheimer’s disease 
or moderate dementia. (Dale, 4/18) 

HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Kaiser Health News: Study: Medicaid Expansion Encourages More Poor Adults to Get 
Health Care  
In states that expanded Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act, low-income adults were more likely to 
see a doctor, stay overnight in a hospital and receive their first diagnoses of diabetes and high 
cholesterol, according to a study published Monday. Yet researchers found no improvement in adults’ 
own assessments of their health, a conclusion echoed by similar studies, the authors wrote in the Annals 
of Internal Medicine. (Galewitz, 4/18) 

MARKETPLACE 

Bloomberg: Theranos Under Investigation by SEC, U.S. Attorney's Office  
The criminal and civil investigations are among several probes described in a company memo provided to 
Bloomberg on Monday by closely held Theranos. The memo was sent to Theranos’s “partners,” which 
include Walgreens Boots Alliance Inc. and others. “The company continues to work closely with 
regulators and is cooperating fully with all investigations,” Theranos said. It has also been probed by the 
Food and Drug Administration, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, or CMS, and state 
health departments in Pennsylvania and California. Theranos said the FDA and state inquiries are closed. 
(Kohlhatkar and Chen, 4/18) 

Kaiser Health News: Competition Suffers Most if UnitedHealth Exits Obamacare in 2017: 
Analysis  
If UnitedHealthcare follows through on its threat to quit the health insurance marketplaces in 2017, more 
than 1 million consumers would be left with a single health plan option, forecasted an analysis released 
Monday. A UnitedHealthcare pullout would be felt most in several states, generally in the South and 
Midwest, where consumers would be left with little choice of plans, the Kaiser Family Foundation 
reported. (KHN is an editorially independent program of the foundation.) In most of the 34 states where 
United operates this year, though, the effect would be modest for premiums and the number of plan 
options, Kaiser said. (Galewitz, 4/18) 
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EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS  

The Washington Post: Obamacare is Helping a Lot of People. Not Everyone Thinks That’s 
Good News.  
In politics there are some issues where liberals and conservatives share the same goal, but disagree 
about how to achieve it — we all want to have as little crime as possible, for instance, but there are 
different ideas about how to accomplish that. Then there are issues where the two groups have different 
goals — liberals want to preserve women’s reproductive rights, and conservatives don’t. And sometimes, 
there are issues we think fall in the first category, but actually belong in the second. (Paul Waldman, 4/18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DHNR is a daily compilation of news stories from GCHP's Communications Department. 

Certain news organizations are protected via a paywall requiring the purchase of a subscription to 
view their content. 
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CALIFORNIA WATCH                       APRIL 20, 2016 
 
California Healthline: Bill Would Expand Hospital Reporting on Executive Pay 
A union-sponsored bill that would require hospitals and affiliated medical groups to file annual reports on 
the compensation of their highest paid executives passed muster Tuesday with the Assembly Committee 
on Health. By a vote of 11-6, the committee approved legislation, authored by Assemblyman Jimmy 
Gomez (D-Echo Park), under which hospitals and integrated health systems would report each year to 
the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development on all executives whose total annual 
compensation exceeded $250,000. (Ibarra, 4/20) 

CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

McClatchy: Lawmakers Agree on This: Airports Need Better Breastfeeding Spaces  
The Senate on Tuesday approved an aviation bill that requires major airports to provide lactation rooms 
for breastfeeding mothers, a provision pushed by Sen. Claire McCaskill of Missouri. Under the bill, large 
and medium hub airports would have two years to install the lactation rooms and could use federal funds 
from the Airport Improvement Program, which is supported by airline passenger fees. (Tate, 4/20) 

The Washington Post: Obama Officials Warn States about Cutting Medicaid Funds to 
Planned Parenthood  
The Obama administration on Tuesday warned officials in all 50 states that actions to end Medicaid 
funding of Planned Parenthood may be out of compliance with federal law. Ten states have taken action 
or recently passed legislation to cut off Medicaid funding to Planned Parenthood after antiabortion 
activists released covertly filmed video in the summer purporting to show that the women’s health 
organization and abortion provider illegally sold fetal tissue for a profit. Planned Parenthood supporters 
have criticized the videos as deceptively edited, and multiple state investigations have turned up no 
wrongdoing on the part of the organization. (Sun, 4/19) 

Politico: New GOP Claim of Illegal Handling of Fetal Tissue  
Congressional Republicans say they have evidence that suggests an unnamed abortion provider and an 
unnamed fetal tissue company may have run afoul of federal laws that ban them from profiting from 
handling fetal tissue. (Haberkorn, 4/19) 

STAT: Contamination Problems Prompt NIH to Suspend Operations at Two Facilities  
The National Institutes of Health has suspended operations at two of its facilities involved in clinical 
research trials after a probe last year identified serious contamination problems. A National Cancer 
Institute laboratory producing cell therapies and a National Institute of Mental Health facility producing 
materials for a radioactive tracer test were found to not be in compliance with NIH’s quality and safety 
standards. Production at those facilities has therefore been halted. (Scott, 4/19) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

The Washington Post: Life Expectancy for White Females in U.S. Suffers Rare Decline  
Amid the bleak news for whites have been the improving numbers for African Americans and Hispanics, 
the new study indicates. Hispanic life expectancy rose from 81.6 to 81.8 years between 2013 and 2014; 
gains were seen for both males and females. Life expectancy for blacks rose from 75.1 to 75.2 years, 
driven by a particularly large jump among black males, from 71.8 to 72.2 years. (Achenbach, 4/20) 
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Ventura County Star: County Hiring Issues Means More Money Spent on Short-Term 
Nurses 
Problems in filling nursing vacancies at two county-run hospitals means nearly $2.3 million will be spent 
on temporary nurses in the fiscal year ending in June. On Tuesday morning, Ventura County Board 
Supervisors unanimously approved spending $750,000 more than projected on companies that provide 
short-term staffing for a county health system that includes Ventura County Medical Center in Ventura 
and Santa Paula Hospital. In making the funding request, officials of the Ventura County Health Care 
Agency said they're recruiting for 30 full-time nurses but are having problems finding qualified candidates. 
(Kisken, 4/19) 
 
The Ventura County Star: Cluster of Mysterious Heart Cases May Be Over  
Health officials said they're hopeful an unexplained cluster of sudden heart illnesses that caused two 
deaths has played itself out. "I hope it's over. I think it's over but we'll stay vigilant," said Dr. Robert 
Levin, Ventura County public health officer. Over the past several weeks, county health officials reported 
confirming 17 unexplained cases of the condition that involves a weakened heart muscle, with most 
emerging in February and March. Two people died. The apparent surge of cases triggered an 
investigation involving the county, the California Department of Public Health and the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. (Kisken, 4/19) 

The Hill: FDA Launches Campaign against Smokeless Tobacco  
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is mounting a campaign to discourage teenagers from using 
smokeless tobacco. The anti-smokeless tobacco campaign will target white, male teenagers in rural 
areas, who are twice as likely as other teenagers to use products such as dip, chew and snus. The 
television ads will run in 35 rural markets around the country. (Devaney, 4/19) 

STAT: Windfall for Cancer Research Sets Off a Scramble for Clout  
With the Obama administration swinging behind Biden’s “moonshot” effort, and with the National 
Institutes of Health looking to build on its biggest funding increase in 12 years, cancer advocacy 
organizations see a window of opportunity to gain additional funding and attention for their respective 
causes. But if the history of cancer politics in Washington is any guide, the competition will be intense. 
There are more than 75 cancer advocacy groups that try to make their case in Washington, and while 
they may share broad goals, scarce resources have long engendered competition among them, fueling 
tension that is only likely to intensify with more money at stake. (Nather and Kaplan, 4/19) 

HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Kaiser Health News: UnitedHealthcare to Exit All but ‘Handful’ of Obamacare Markets in 
2017  
UnitedHealth’s plan to dramatically curtail involvement in the exchanges would severely limit competition 
in parts or all of about 10 states — mostly in the South and Midwest, according to an analysis from the 
Kaiser Family Foundation. (KHN is an editorially independent program of the foundation.) That could 
mean higher premiums for consumers in states and counties left with only one or two insurers, unless 
another company enters those markets. Oklahoma and Kansas would be left with only one insurer if 
UnitedHealthcare pulls out. (Galewitz, 4/19) 
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STAT: When Does Hyping a Product Become a Criminal Act? Theranos May Be about to 
Find Out  
When does hype cross the line into illegal activity? That’s the big question animating criminal and civil 
probes into Theranos, the once high-flying Silicon Valley startup that aimed to revolutionize medical 
testing by developing technology that could perform an array of lab tests with just a few drops of blood. 
The company, once valued at $9 billion, has faced sharp questions about the validity of its tests. Federal 
regulators have proposed banning CEO Elizabeth Holmes from the blood-testing industry for two years 
because of problems in a Theranos lab that have not been resolved. (Robbins, 4/19) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS  

The New York Times: States Lead the Way on Paid Family Leave  
California and New York have taken very different paths to a $15 minimum wage. Now, they are differing 
on how to provide paid family leave, in ways that are instructive for other states and for the federal 
government. Since 2004, workers in California have been entitled to receive 55 percent of their wages for 
up to six weeks of leave to care for a new child or a seriously ill relative. Starting in 2018, a new law will 
lift that rate to 70 percent for the lowest-paid earners, defined as those making up to one-third of the 
state’s average weekly wage of $1,121 currently. For almost all other workers, the rate will rise to 60 
percent, up to a maximum weekly benefit of about $1,200. (4/20) 

Los Angeles Times: While UnitedHealth Pulls the Plug on Obamacare, Data Shows Where 
and Why it Failed  
UnitedHealth Group, the nation's largest commercial health insurer, made good on a six-month-old threat 
and announced Tuesday that it will pull out of Affordable Care Act exchanges in all but "a handful of 
states" after this year. The questions that raises, as we observed a couple of weeks ago, are will that hurt, 
and if so, who does it hurt? United had previously announced its withdrawal from Arkansas, Michigan, 
and Georgia (although a subsidiary, Harken, will continue to serve some Georgia counties). Other early 
reports said the company would leave Oklahoma and Louisiana. United has filed a rate request for 2017 
in Virginia, albeit for HMOs only, so it appears to be staying in that state at least for one more year. 
(Michael Hiltzik, 4/19) 
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California Healthline: What’s California’s Prescription for Rising Drug Costs? 
Drug price concerns will also be a matter of public policy debate this year. California voters are expected 
to decide in November on a measure to put a ceiling on what the state pays for drugs, and lawmakers 
have proposed drug price transparency requirements on pharmaceutical manufacturers and health 
insurers. … A CALmatters analysis found that state prisons, a California public pension system, and a 
subset of the Medi-Cal program spent $600 million more on pharmaceuticals in 2014 than in 2012. That 
does not include the Medi-Cal population in a health plan, nor does it account for discounts the state may 
have received from drugmakers. (Bartolone, 4/21) 

The Sacramento Bee: Medi-Cal Set to Expand Coverage to Undocumented Children  
Home to more immigrants than any other state, California will be the largest in the nation to cover 
undocumented low-income children, joining Washington, Illinois, New York, Massachusetts and 
Washington, D.C. The expansion, effective next month, was approved by Gov. Jerry Brown in the 
October 2015 state budget. (Caiola, 4/20) 

CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

The Associated Press: Senate GOP Shoots for Quick Action on Zika Funding Bill  
Democrats say top GOP lawmakers are proposing to partially fund President Barack Obama’s request for 
money to fight the Zika virus. The $1.1 billion measure circulating Wednesday comes in advance of an 
Appropriations panel meeting on Thursday and was being worked on with Democrats in hopes of winning 
their support. The measure has not been finalized and is part of continuing negotiations. The money 
would be used to try to slow the spread of the Zika virus and develop a vaccine against it. (Taylor, 4/20) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

The Hill: House's Opioid Response Will Not Include New Funding, Aide Says  
House Republican leaders are not planning to include new funding in their legislative response to the 
national opioid epidemic, a leadership aide confirmed to The Hill on Wednesday. The lack of funding for 
the long-awaited package is likely to set off a major battle with House Democrats, who have demanded 
millions of additional dollars for initiatives like prescription drug monitoring and doctor education 
programs. (Ferris, 4/20) 

HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The Washington Post's Wonkblog: The Big Way Obamacare Helps the Poor Isn’t Really 
about Their Health  
President Obama's health-care reform law made government health insurance available to more people 
living in poverty or near poverty by expanding Medicaid. The hope was to improve people's physical 
health, but new research shows an important effect on financial health: The law has helped many poor 
Americans pay off the collection agent. The analysis, conducted by a team of university researchers and 
members of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, estimates that those who signed up for Medicaid 
under the law reduced their collection balances by $600 to $1,000 each. (Ehrenfreund, 4/20) 
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Morning Consult: AHIP Head Warns that ACA Premium Increases are Coming  
Marilyn Tavenner, a premier spokeswoman for insurers, is concerned about 2017 health care premiums. 
As president and CEO of America’s Health Insurance Programs, she says the culmination of market shifts 
that insurers have faced over several years will cause a stark rise in health insurance rates on 
Obamacare exchanges. “I’ve been asked, what are the premiums going to look like? I don’t know, 
because it also varies by state, market, even within markets. But I think the overall trend is going to be 
higher than we saw previous years. That’s my big prediction,” she said in a recent interview with Morning 
Consult. (Owens, 4/20) 

The Associated Press: Breakthrough Cholesterol Drugs Fizzle Amid Price Pushback  
When a powerful pair of cholesterol-lowering drugs first hit the market last summer, initial excitement in 
the medical community quickly turned to panic. The new drugs promised to reduce artery-clogging 
cholesterol by nearly twice as much as older ones. But they came at an eye-popping price: more than 
$14,000 per year, compared with roughly $150 for the standard drugs. Some experts predicted a 
doomsday scenario in which the two injectable drugs, Repatha and Praluent, would add a staggering 
$100 billion to the U.S. drug bill as doctors signed up millions of patients with elevated cholesterol. But 
then something unexpected happened: not much. (4/20) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS  

Los Angeles Times: Will Zika Fears Cause a Population Gap?  
Imagine a full year, or two, during which a nation’s old people die but no new people are born. Picture an 
elementary school with empty first- and second-grade classrooms. Look further ahead to the years no 
new workers join the labor pool. How would a two-year collapse in the birth rate rattle a nation? We might 
be about to find out. (Karin Klein, 4/20) 
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The Sacramento Bee: Second-Hand Pot Smoke Can Give You More Than Just a Contact 
High  
Matthew Springer, a researcher in cardiovascular disease, was attending a Paul McCartney concert at 
AT&T Park in San Francisco in 2010 when he took particular note of the “haze of smoke over the whole 
audience.” Springer, a professor of medicine at UC San Francisco, had studied the effects of second-
hand tobacco smoke on heart and vascular function. But this smoke was marijuana… His preliminary 
research, presented in 2014 at the American Heart Association’s Scientific Sessions, suggested that 
smoke from marijuana can damage your heart and blood vessels as much as second-hand cigarette 
smoke. (Hecht, 4/21) 

CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

The Washington Post: NIH Hospital Needs Sweeping Reform to Better Protect Patient 
Safety, Panel Says  
Practices at the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center, the hospital where cutting-edge medical 
research is conducted, require sweeping reform to better protect patient safety, a task force appointed by 
the agency reported Thursday. The panel of experts, appointed by NIH Director Francis S. Collins, found 
that the hospital’s research focus sometimes took priority over the safety of the critically ill patients treated 
there. It also said that the center has many “outdated or inadequate facilities” and that personnel lack 
expertise on regulations that apply to the hospital and its research and drug-manufacturing units. 
(Bernstein and McGinley, 4/21) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

The Washington Post: U.S. Suicide Rate Has Risen Sharply in the 21st Century  
Last decade’s severe recession, more drug addiction, “gray divorce,” increased social isolation, and even 
the rise of the Internet and social media may have contributed to the growth in suicide, according to a 
variety of people who study the issue. But economic distress — and dashed hopes generally — may 
underpin some of the increase, particularly for middle-aged white people. The data showed a 1 percent 
annual increase in suicide between 1999 and 2006 but a 2 percent yearly hike after that, as the economy 
deteriorated, unemployment skyrocketed and millions lost their homes. (Keating and Bernstein, 4/22) 

CBS News: Popular Drugs for Colds, Allergies, Sleep Linked to Dementia  
Taking over-the-counter medications for colds, flu and allergies may seem harmless, but a new study 
warns that certain drugs are linked to an increased risk of dementia. The class of medications, called 
anticholinergics, are sold over-the-counter and by prescription for many chronic conditions. They include 
sleep aids, hay fever pills, and flu symptom relievers. (Marcus, 4/21) 

NPR: Half Your Brain Stands Guard When Sleeping in a New Place  
When you sleep in unfamiliar surroundings, only half your brain is getting a good night's rest. "The left 
side seems to be more awake than the right side," says Yuka Sasaki, an associate professor of cognitive, 
linguistic and psychological sciences at Brown University. The finding, reported Thursday in the journal 
Current Biology, helps explain why people tend to feel tired after sleeping in a new place. And it suggests 
people have something in common with birds and sea mammals, which frequently put half their brain to 
sleep while the other half remains on guard. (Hamilton, 4/21) 
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MARKETPLACE 

Los Angeles Times: In Search of Fair Drug Prices  
When CVS Health in February began taking over pharmacy operations at more than 1,600 Target stores, 
CVS Pharmacy President Helena Foulkes called the changeover "an important milestone." "Our heart is 
in every prescription we fill, and providing accessible, supportive and personalized healthcare is part of 
our DNA," she said. Accessible, supportive, personalized — those are all good things. But noticeably 
missing from Foulkes' list of consumer-friendly DNA components was this: affordable pricing. (Lazarus, 
4/22) 

Kaiser Health News: More Exchange Plans Offer Patients Easier Access to Some 
Expensive Drugs: Report  
Some people with cancer, HIV and multiple sclerosis have better access to high-cost specialty drugs in 
marketplace plans this year, yet a significant proportion of these plans still place many expensive drugs in 
cost-sharing categories that require the highest patient out-of-pocket costs, according to a new analysis. 
The report by Avalere Health examined how silver-level plans handled 20 classes of medications that are 
used to treat complex and expensive diseases such as HIV, cancer, hepatitis C and bipolar disorder. 
(Andrews, 4/22) 

The New York Times/ProPublica: New York Hospital to Pay $2.2 Million Over 
Unauthorized Filming of 2 Patients  
NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital has agreed to pay a $2.2 million penalty to federal regulators for allowing 
television crews to film two patients without their consent — one who was dying, the other in significant 
distress. Regulators said on Thursday that the hospital allowed filming to continue even after a medical 
professional asked that it stop. At the same time, regulators clarified the rules regarding the filming of 
patients, prohibiting health providers from inviting crews into treatment areas without permission from all 
patients who are present. That could end popular television shows that capture emergencies and traumas 
in progress, getting permission from patients only afterward. (Ornstein, 4/21) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS  

Time: Theranos is the Collision of Hope and Greed  
Had your blood drawn lately? If not chances are good you will soon. About 10 billion tests are done every 
year on our blood. Diagnostic blood tests are a huge component of American health care, costing $73 
billion a year—roughly $10 billion of which comes from Medicare and Medicaid. Not only do blood tests 
cost a fortune, the results of these tests determine a huge proportion of what happens next to patients. 
Whether you get a prescription, undergo further testing, enter the hospital, begin chemotherapy and 
hundreds of other decisions rely on the results of testing your blood. (Dr. Arthur L. Caplan, 4/20) 
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